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ANNEX B1

APPLICATION FOR MUSIC ELECTIVE PROGRAMME (MEP) (2018)
INFORMATION SHEET FOR APPLICANTS
INTRODUCTION
1

Secondary 1 Express students in non-MEP / Enhanced Music Programme (EMP)
schools can now apply for the four-year secondary Music Elective Programme
(MEP) at select MEP centres for the 2018 intake.

MEP CURRICULUM
2

The MEP provides opportunities for musically-inclined students to pursue a deeper
and more comprehensive study in the subject. The curriculum aims to develop
students’ conceptual and analytical thinking as well as creativity. Learning
experiences include music analysis, aural perception, composition and performance
as well as programmes designed in partnership with the arts and creative industries.
In addition, students will also participate in combined enrichment events where they
will learn and collaborate with peers across MEP schools. In the MEP classroom,
opportunities will also be provided for students to follow their own musical
inclinations. MEP students will develop an appreciation of the cultural diversity in
music in Singapore and the world.

3

At the end of the four-year programme, students will sit for the Higher Music
Examination at O-Level, which can be used in lieu of a Humanities subject for
admission to Junior Colleges.

4

Lessons will be conducted each week at one of the following centres from Term 2
Week 1. The two centres take in students of both genders.

No Centres
1
2

Address

Anglo-Chinese School (Independent) 121 Dover Road
S 139650
10 Tanjong Rhu Road
Dunman High School
S 436895

Lesson Timings
Thursdays, 3.30 –
5.30pm
Thursdays, 3:30 –
5:30 pm

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
5

Prior to application, students are to work with their secondary schools to ensure that
their school schedules and commitment allow them to participate fully in the MEP.
Students who are selected and admitted into the MEP will need to commit to the
programme for 4 years, as withdrawal from the MEP requires the approval of Arts
Education Branch, MOE.
1

6

All applicants for the MEP centres must go through a Selection Exercise, and should
have obtained the following minimum qualifications:


EITHER a pass in Grade Three Practical and Theory or Practical Musicianship
examinations from the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music
(ABRSM), or the equivalent standard from other examination boards (e.g.
Trinity College of London; Yamaha Grade Examination System).

In the absence of the qualifications stated above, applicants must pass both the
written selection test and practical audition on an instrument (e.g. piano, rebab, erhu,
sitar) or voice conducted by MOE to be able to enrol in the MEP centre (see para
6).
5

Students will need to complete an online application form at
https://forms.cwp.gov.sg/sdcd/2018_mep_centre from 2 to 15 January 2018. The
link can also be accessed from the MOE MEP website. Prior to clicking ‘submit’,
students will need to print a hard copy of their online application, get their parents’
signature, and submit it to their Secondary School Art/Music Coordinator by Monday
15 January 2018. Late applications will not be accepted.

6

All students have to take a Selection Exercise (Phase I) on 8 February 2018
comprising the following:
a) Music Theory – Questions will be based on the identification of scales & key
signatures, time signatures, intervals, notation, rhythm, as well as terms and
signs.
b) Musical Perception – Students will listen to short musical extracts, taken from
both Western and non-Western musical traditions, and respond through a series
of short-answer questions.

7

Shortlisted students from Phase I will be notified to attend a practical audition and
interview. Students will be required to perform two contrasting solo pieces on an
instrument (e.g. piano, rebab, erhu, and sitar) or voice, lasting no longer than 5
minutes in total. The decision of the selection panel is final.

8

Successful applicants will be notified by 9 March 2018, and will attend a two-hour
MEP class each week at one of the centres from Term 2 Week 1. The application
and selection timeline is as follows:
Dates (2018)
2 – 15 Jan
15 Jan
8 Feb
By 15 Feb
20 – 28 Feb
By 9 Mar

Events
Online Application Opens
Deadline to submit e-application and hardcopy printout
to Secondary School Music Coordinator
Selection Exercise Phase 1 and Briefing for Student
Applicants and their Parents
Notification on Selection Exercise Phase 2 for
shortlisted applicants
Selection Exercise Phase 2 (for shortlisted applicants)
Notification of Results
2

Dates (2018)
From 20 Mar 2018
(Term 2, Week 1)

Events
Commencement of Programme at MEP Centre

9

For more information about the MEP, please refer to the MOE webpages:
https://www.moe.gov.sg/docs/defaultsource/document/education/programmes/elective-programmes/files/mep-brochure2016.pdf
Please also refer to the frequently asked questions attached at the Annex.

10

For clarification, please contact:
Miss Lau Houw Ping
(Arts Education Officer/Music)

E-mail: LAU_Houw_Ping@moe.gov.sg
Tel: 6831 9803

Ms Chong Xiu Min
(Arts Education Officer/Music)

E-mail: CHONG_Xiu_Min@moe.gov.sg
Tel: 6831 9802

Ms Chek Yui Hong
(Arts Education Officer/Music)

E-mail: CHEK_Yui_Hong@moe.gov.sg
Tel: 6831 9783

3

ANNEX
Frequently Asked Questions
Art/Music Elective Programmes (AEP/MEP) Centres
About AEP/MEP Centres
1

What does the AEP/MEP curriculum offer?
The AEP/MEP offers a rigorous, broad and in-depth curriculum in the practical,
theoretical and historical aspects of art/music through formal lessons and enrichment.
In the formal lessons, students are exposed to a wide range of local and international
traditional and contemporary art and musical forms beyond the standard Secondary
art/music curriculum. Students are also engaged in critical and creative thinking and
processes that sharpen their mind, develop character and build dispositions. These
include the nurturing of perseverance, innovation, seeing things from different
perspectives, and striving for excellence.
In addition to this, AEP/MEP students will also participate in combined enrichment
events, such as learning journeys, master-classes and workshops where they will learn
and collaborate with peers across other AEP/MEP schools. The enriched learning
experiences will build students’ abilities to engage with aspects of art/music in depth,
and learn about Singapore and international arts, culture and creative industries by
connecting students with arts institutions, practitioners and practices.

2

How many hours in a week do the AEP/MEP lessons take?
The weekly lessons span 2 (MEP) to 3 (AEP) hours at the Lower Secondary level. For
MEP students, the 2-hour lesson is on top of the general music programme lesson that
the student also undertakes in his/her own school. For AEP students, the 3-hour lesson
will replace the student’s art lesson in his/her own school. At the Upper Secondary
level, AEP/MEP lessons span 3 hours each week.

3

Why are there so few AEP/MEP centres?
As the AEP/MEP centres are new initiatives which began only in 2016, MOE will need
to monitor the intake, students’ learning and other operations for a start. More
AEP/MEP centres may be considered in future should the need arise.

4

How many students can offer the AEP/MEP at each centre?
Each AEP/MEP centre can take up to 25 students (from other schools) per level for
their programme from Secondary 1 onwards.

5

What are the benefits of being in AEP/MEP?
The AEP/MEP enables students with passion and abilities in art/music to learn and
excel within an enriched arts environment with other like-minded youths. Students
enjoy additional curriculum time in art/music and specialised art/music facilities,
equipment, resources and instruction. At the end of the Secondary programme,

4

students sit for O-Level Higher Art/Music, which is equivalent to a Humanities subject,
for admission to Junior College.
Since the inception of AEP/MEP more than 30 years ago, the programmes have
produced numerous leaders in arts and other fields globally. AEP/MEP alumni have
credited the programmes for building a strong foundation in the arts, and developing
critical and creative competencies that had added value to whatever fields they are in.
Requirements and Distinctiveness of AEP/MEP Curriculum
6

How do I know if a student has the talent or is suitable for the AEP/MEP?
The student must have passion for art/music, and should also be motivated in, and
keen to learn art/music practical skills, history and theory with other students in a 4year programme. He/she will have demonstrated potential in art/music if they display
exceptional abilities in some or all of the following:
 recognise and differentiate fine details in visuals (art) and sound (music),
 use art tools and materials, or musical instruments competently to create
art/music,
 able to come up with unique art/music ideas
 analyse, talk about and present ideas about art/music works fluently, and/or
 able to engage in and persist in art/music activities over longer periods of time.

7

Why is AEP/MEP only open to students in the Express course?
This is to ensure that the students can manage an in-depth study of an additional
subject outside of curriculum time at a designated centre outside their school. The
demands of the curriculum, such as the requirement to offer Higher Art at the GCE OLevel, are also more suited for Express students.

8

Can students be in both AEP/MEP and Third Language concurrently?
Students should check if their schools have policies on signing up for external
programmes. Before deciding which and how many programmes to take up, students
should consider the workload of the programmes, their own school commitments and
schedules, and their aspirations for the future. AEP/MEP and Third Language are
rigorous programmes that students need to attend outside normal school hours that
are additional to the students’ school workload and Co-Curricular commitments. AEP
and MEP also require a 4-year commitment. Students will need to consider their ability
to cope with the requirements and demands of their own schools’ and other
programmes, and how these will support their future goals.

9

What is the difference between AEP/MEP and art/music programmes in other
Secondary schools?
Students in the AEP/MEP enjoy additional curriculum time and specialised facilities,
equipment, resources and instruction, compared to art/music programmes in other
Secondary schools. For instance, AEP/MEP students at the Lower Secondary level
enjoy 3 hours of art/music per week, which is almost triple that in most schools. With
these additional resources, AEP/MEP is able to offer a more rigorous and in-depth
curriculum that provides students with a wider exposure in the practical, theoretical and
historical aspects of art/music.

5

In most secondary schools, students undergo the Lower Secondary general art/music
programmes, with the option to offer O-Level Art/Music at the Upper Secondary level.
The AEP/MEP is designed as a 4-year programme, prepares students for O-Level
Higher Art/Music, and is thus able to provide a more sustained engagement in
art/music.
10

Will the student lose out if he/she is exempted from certain subjects in school
when he/she is enrolled in the AEP/MEP centre?
At the Lower Secondary level, AEP/MEP students are exempted from Design and
Technology and Food and Consumer Education so that students can have extended
curriculum in art/music. As such, students might need to work at catching up should
they take these subjects at the Upper Secondary level.

11

What is the difference between an external student on the AEP/MEP in one of the
3 centres, as compared to students in the AEP/MEP schools?
There is no difference. Students enrolled in AEP/MEP centres will be able to take part
in all of the programmes and activities that are offered to existing students enrolled
within the AEP/MEP schools. The curriculum, amount of curriculum time and resources
are also similar.

12

What are the differences between AEP/MEP and SOTA?
AEP and MEP are art and music special programmes in mainstream schools. Students
will have an enriched art/music learning experience alongside the learning of other
subjects and regular school programmes with students who are not in the programmes.
At the end of the 4-year programme at the AEP/MEP centres, students sit for GCE OLevel Higher Art/Music.
SOTA provides a specialised environment dedicated to various arts forms, where all
students are engaged in arts, and the learning of arts is the core of the school
curriculum, relative to other subjects. SOTA offers a 6-year integrated programme that
leads to the IB Diploma Programme or International Baccalaureate Career-related
Programme (IBCP).

13

Can a student apply to join both AEP and MEP?
If a student has interests and abilities in both art and music, he/she can apply for both
the AEP and MEP centres concurrently. However, to enable students to better manage
their school schedules and commitments, students who are successful in their
application for both AEP and MEP can only choose one programme to enroll in.

14

Can existing students in AEP/MEP/EAP/EMP schools apply for these centres?
Students in AEP/MEP/EAP/EMP schools should apply for the programmes in their own
schools. However students may apply to AEP/MEP centres only if the art form is not
offered in their school. For example, students in AEP/EAP schools can only apply for
the MEP centres, and vice versa. This is to optimise opportunities for students in
schools not hosting these programmes.

6

15

Can students in EAP/EMP schools apply to be in AEP/MEP centres at their Lower
Secondary and join EAP/EMP in their own schools at the Upper Secondary?
The AEP and MEP are designed as 4-year programmes leading to the O-Level Higher
Art/Music. As the focus of the curriculum in AEP/MEP is different from the EAP/EMP,
leaving the programmes halfway will be disruptive to the students’ learning. Admission
into AEP/MEP entails a 4-year commitment.

16

Can the students withdraw from AEP/MEP any time?
Students and their parents should take into consideration the level of commitment for
these programmes before enrolling. Students are encouraged to stay in the
programmes as there are limited places in these programmes. Withdrawals from the
programmes are strictly subjected to MOE’s approval on case-by-case basis.

Resources & Support for AEP/MEP Students
17

If the student is enrolled in an independent school, will he/she be given a school
fee subsidy if he attends AEP/MEP at the centres?
No. Students from Independent schools do not qualify for a subsidy of school fees if
they are enrolled in an AEP/MEP centre. Only AEP/MEP students who are enrolled in
an AEP/MEP school with an independent status are eligible for the subsidy.

18

Will transport be provided for students attending lessons at the centres?
No. Students will need to make their own way to the centres.

19

Do students have to pay to be in the AEP/MEP centres?
No, students need not pay any fees to attend the programmes.

20

The learning of art and music can be quite costly, in terms of the purchase of art
materials/equipment and music instruments/accessories. Will AEP/MEP cover
all these other costs? What help is there for needy families?
AEP/MEP centres would cover the programme fees (e.g. masterclasses, enrichment
workshops) but not the costs of personal art materials/equipment, and music
instruments, accessories (e.g. strings, reeds) and instrumental lessons.
Students who need financial assistance can apply for the MOE Financial Assistance
and Bursary Schemes through their schools. More information can be obtained from
http://www.moe.gov.sg/initiatives/financial-assistance/. Students who are on the
Financial Assistance Scheme may apply for special funds to defray the cost of
materials needed for their studies. This will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Application Procedures
21

Can I submit a hard copy application for the AEP/MEP centres?
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From 2018, students can apply for the AEP/MEP centres directly online. This is more
convenient as students can do so anytime and anywhere. With the online application
in place, paper forms will no longer be necessary. Students who have difficulties
accessing hardware/devices or internet for the application can approach their schools
for assistance.
22

Why do I need to submit a printout of the e-application?
Students who apply online need to print their application before they click ‘submit’
online. As students need to commit to AEP/MEP for 4 years, it is important that the
decision is supported by their parents and schools. The printout will enable parents
and schools to acknowledge the application.

23

Can students who miss the application in the beginning of the year apply for the
programme later in the year or when they are in Secondary Two?
Admission to the AEP/MEP centres is only at Secondary One. Due to the demands of
the curriculum, students who join the centre after that may find it challenging to catch
up.
Students who are interested to offer Music at the GCE O-Level but have missed the
MEP application at the beginning of Secondary One may opt to take the two-year OLevel Music Course at the upper secondary level.

24

Can students who are accepted into the AEP/MEP centre join the AEP/MEP
schools?
Students who are accepted into the AEP/MEP centres are still enrolled in their own
schools. The selection exercise does not qualify students to enroll as full-time students
in the hosting schools or any other AEP/MEP schools.

Pathways for AEP/MEP Students
25

Can students from the AEP/MEP centres join these hosting schools after OLevels?
Students from the AEP/MEP centres interested to join AEP/MEP IP schools or Junior
Colleges after O-Levels can join these schools via the usual admission procedures.
Being in the AEP/MEP centres does not automatically qualify the students to join the
hosting schools or other AEP/MEP IP schools/Junior Colleges.

26

Where can the student go next after AEP/MEP?
AEP/MEP students can further their interests in art/music at A levels in select
AEP/MEP Junior Colleges. Students can also consider post-secondary visual and
performing arts courses available in polytechnics and arts schools such as LASALLE
College of the Arts and the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA). Many of the
AEP/MEP alumni also go on to pursue art/music or related courses at the university
level, e.g. Nanyang Technological University’s School of Art, Design and Media (ADM),
National University of Singapore’s Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music, and other
universities overseas.
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